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Abstract. A high performance single phase modified bridgeless ac-dc converter with an automatic
power factor correction is introduced. The proposed converter is based on a single ended primary
inductance converter (SEPIC) topology and operated in continuous conduction mode (CCM) to meet
the demands of power factor correction (PFC) to unity and output voltage regulation. It offers many
advantages, such as fewer semiconductor devices, low stress on each component, improved efficiency,
high power factor compared to classical converter .Detailed analysis of the converter is presented.
Simulation and experimental results are discussed for a 300W prototype to verify the performance of
the converter.
Keywords: Power factor correction (PFC); continuous conduction mode (CCM); single ended
primary inductance converter (SEPIC).

1. Introduction
Many applications like computers, telecom equipment, biomedical industries and LED lighting uses
AC-DC conversion which involves conventional bridge rectifier with large capacitor at output end is
unavoidable, results in low power factor of about 0.5-0.7[1]. As per the Stringent international
standards like International Electronic Commission (IEC) 6100-3-2, harmonics produced by the
electronic equipment like rectifiers should be limited [2].Therefore, the power factor improvement is
mandatory for single phase power supplies to meet the demands like reduction of current harmonics
and power factor correction (PFC).The most conventional PFC converter is a bridge rectifier
followed by a DC-DC converter. Boost converter is widely used as the DC-DC converter in PFC
circuits because of its simplicity, low cost and high performance though it is having output voltage
greater than the peak input voltage.
In large no of applications, it is preferred to have the PFC output voltage lower than the input ac
voltage, a buck type converter is recommended. The input current of buck converter is discontinuous
and to shape it like sinusoidal another passive filter must be used at the input side of the buck
converter. This is the characteristics of all converters in which a buck converter is at its input, such as
buck-boost, noninverting buck-boost, flyback etc.,[ 3-5]. On the other side, a SEPIC converter can
provide a high power actor regardless of its output voltage due to its step up/down function.
However, all the above addressed conventional PFC rectifiers includes a front end bridge rectifier
which leads to high conduction losses, resulting in additional thermal management and decrease the
efficiency of the PFC converter. In order to enhance the efficiency of the conventional PFC
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converters bridgeless PFC converters have been proposed such as buck, buck-boost, boost, sepic [617].Since Bridgeless PFC rectifiers has lower no of semiconductor devices in the current path ,results
in lower conduction losses ,higher efficiency and cost saving.
The bridgeless PFC boost rectifier is predominant because of its simplicity but it has same major
practical drawbacks like difficulty in providing input-output isolation, high startup inrush current and
lack of current limiting during overload conditions as in conventional boost PFC converter. Therefore
research has been focused on bridgeless sepic PFC since it is a solution for many applications.
Recently many bridgeless SEPIC PFC converters have been proposed in the literature. Bridgeless
SEPIC PFC circuits that are proposed in the literature [18-23], operates under DCM mode suffers
with high voltage and current stress that highly degrades the performance of the converter and limits
its application range.
To overcome aforementioned defects, a modified bridgeless SEPIC PFC with continuous conduction
mode (CCM) with reduced stress is presented. This meets the challenges of near unity power factor
and output voltage regulation. The remaining sections of the paper is organized as follows. Principle
of operation is discussed in section 2. In section 3 theoretical analysis are design procedure and
experimental considerations are given. Efficiency improvement is explained in section 4. The
simulation results are presented in section 5. Experimental results and conclusion are given in section
6 and 7, respectively.
2. Operation of Bridgeless SEPIC converter in CCM mode
The circuit diagram of conventional SEPIC PFC rectifier and modified Bridgeless SEPIC are shown
in Fig.1 and Fig.2. Bridgeless SEPIC is combination of both bridge rectifier and classical SEPIC
converter, so it is known as Bridgeless SEPIC converter. It is having fewer semiconductor
components. Operation of the circuit is similar to classical sepic converter and is symmetrical in two
half –line cycles of input voltage. Thus, the operation of the converter is considered during one
switching period in the positive half –line cycle of the input voltage. The converter is operated in
CCM mode i.e., output diode turns off when the switch is turned on. The capacitance of the output
capacitor Co is adequately high enough to make it ideal dc voltage source as shown in Fig.2.Also, the
supply voltage is assumed constant and equal to Vin in a switching period Ts.
To simplify the analysis, it is assumed that the converter is operating at steady state and all
components are ideal. The circuit operation in a switching cycle is divided into two modes.Fig.3 and
Fig.4 shows the schematic diagram of mode I and mode II in the positive half cycle. The theoretical
waveforms of the converter are shown in Fig.5.
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Fig 1. Conventional SEPIC PFC rectifier
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Fig 2. Modified Bridgeless SEPIC PFC rectifier
Mode I (t0-t1):
At t0, both switches S1, S2 and diode D1 are in ON state and output diode D0 is in OFF state.
Capacitors CC and Cm follows the input voltage. The load current is provided by the output capacitor
as the output diode is reverse biased. Here the switch current is combination of currents flowing
through inductors L1 and L2.Input inductor current iL1 starts to increase linearly by a slope of Vin (t0)/
L1 and output inductor current iL2 starts decreasing linearly by the slope of (VCc –VCm)t0/ L2.This mode
ends by turning off the switches S1 and S2.Switch current is given by the equation (1).
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Fig 3. Mode I
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Mode II (t1-t2):
At t1, switches S1 and S2 are turned off and diodes D3 and D0 starts conducting. The voltage
across switches begins to increase. Energy stored in the input inductor is transferred to the output
through the coupling capacitor Cc1 and output diode D0 and also to the Cc2 through diode D3 at the
same time .Energy stored in inductor L2 is transferred to the output through diode D0.This mode ends
by starting the next switching cycle at t2.
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Fig 4. Mode II
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Fig 5. Theoretical waveforms of the Converter

3. Theoretical Analysis
3.1 Static gain:
The average inductor voltage at steady state is considered to be zero. By applying volt-second balance
to the inductor L1 is given by equation (8)
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From equation (4) & (7) we get
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From equation (8) & (9) we get

D
Now, static gain is given by equation (11)

3.2 Inductors L1 and L2:
Inductors L1 and L2 are calculated as a specification of maximum input current ripple Di L  .The peak
input current is calculated by equation (12) assuming the current ripple given by equation (13).The
inductors L1 and L2 are given by equation (14)

I in ( peak) 
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Vin ( rms)
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sin(t )
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Vin D
Di L f s

(12)
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3.3 Capacitors CC and Cm
It has a considerable impact in the input current waveform since the capacitors C c and C m
follows the input line voltage within line period and is constant in one switching period. Resonant
frequency  f r  plays a vital role in the design of capacitor C c and C m . The resonant frequency

 fr 

of coupling capacitor C c and C m , inductor (L1) and inductor (L2) should be greater than line frequency

 fl 

to avoid the input current oscillations at each half line cycle, likewise resonant frequency  f r 

should be lower than the switching frequency
in a switching time

Ts  .Accordingly C and C
c

 f s  to make sure that the capacitor voltage is constant
m

can be obtained from the following equation.
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C m  CC 

Where

1

(16)
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f r value is chosen as 5 kHz to meet the requirement.
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Fig 6. Theoretical waveforms of the Capacitor voltages
The voltage across the capacitors C c and C m are given by the equation (17) and (18) and are shown in
Fig .6.

 1 
VCc  Vin 

1 D 

(17)

 D 
VCm  Vin 

1 D 

(18)

3.4 Output Capacitor C0
Since output voltage ripple is two times the input line frequency, output capacitor must be large
enough to reduce the output voltage ripple DV0 .Therefore, output capacitor voltage is obtained from
the following equation

C0 

P0
4 f lV0 DV0

(19)
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where

fl

is input line frequency and

DV0

is output voltage ripple.

3.5 Maximum voltage and current rating of switching devices
The maximum switch voltage and current of the converter is obtained from the following equation.

VS1, 2(min) 
VS1, 2(max) 

Vin (min)  V0

(20)

2

Vin (max)  V0

(21)

2

I S1min   I in(min)  DI L  I 0
I S1max   I in(max)  DI L  I 0

(22)
(23)

3.6 Controller Design
The average current mode control is used to generate the current reference for the bridgeless
SEPIC converter. The design of the converter is done based on CCM mode. The converter uses
UC3854 as a controller, which gives current shape and frequency that follows line current using
synchronous feedback loop [ 25].
To get near unity power factor, the controller needs voltage and current feedback signals are
sensed from the converter. In the given circuit input voltage is sensed from capacitors C c and C m
since they follows the input voltage, Input inductor current signal is sensed from diode currents (ID1
and ID2) as shown in Fig.7. Then the reference current is computed by a multiplier of the
synchronous feedback loop, output voltage feedback loop, and input voltage feed forward loop. The
control circuit of the converter is shown in Fig.7. The voltage feedback loop should have a very low
bandwidth, well below the line frequency, in order to minimize input current distortion [26,27].
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Fig 7. Block diagram for Controller
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4. Efficiency improvement
Based on the number of components present in the converter, the efficiency enhancement of
the converter is analyzed. From the operation of the converter, it is seen that a diode in the rectifier is
removed and the other diode is substituted by a switch. Assuming the forward voltage drop of the
diodes in the converter is 1V and the voltage drop of the power MOSFET is negligible since R DS(on) is
small. The theoretical calculations of the power dissipation of the reduced components is given by
(24).
T

PD ,avg 

1
VD I D dt  3.15W
T 0

(24)

Where T= π, VD= 1V, ID=4.991sin (ω) and PD ,avg is average power loss in one diode of
the input rectifier. The efficiency improvement of 300W converter is calculated by (25).

improvement 

2 PD,avg
300

 2.11%

(25)

In general the efficiency enhancement is less than 2.11% due to the assumption of the zero
voltage drop of switch.
5. Simulation results
The proposed converter is simulated in LT Spice IV. Specifications and parameters of the
converter are as follows: Vin = 85 VRms, V0 = 250 Vdc, ∆iL1 = 20% of iL1,

fs

= 100 kHz and P0 = 300

W. According to the design considerations, the circuit elements are obtained as L 1=L2= 2mH, Cc=
0.62µF, and C0= 1200µF.
To achieve PFC and regulated output voltage average current mode control is used. It
includes an inner current loop and outer voltage loop. Here capacitor voltages are sensed since they
follows input voltage which is given to one of the multiplier input. The output voltage is sensed and
processed through voltage error amplifier which feeds the other input port of the multiplier. The
output of the multiplier generates current reference which is compared with input current that is
sensed from sum of the diode current. The output of the current error signal is compared with ramp
signal to generate gate pulses.
The input voltage and current waveforms in simulation are shown in Fig. 8 (a). It is observed
that both are in phase which depicts the property of power factor correction of the converter. Fig .8 (b)
illustrates the output voltage and output current waveforms respectively. The capacitor voltage
waveforms and inductor currents are shown in Fig. 9 (a) and Fig .9 (b) and it can be observed that
current waveforms of the inductors L1 and L2 are continuous which assure converter is operated in
CCM mode. Switch current and output diode current waveforms are shown in Fig .9 (c).
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(a)

(b)
Fig 8. (a) Input voltage and current waveforms (b) Output voltage and current waveforms

(a)
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(b)

(c)
Fig 9. (a).Capacitor voltage waveforms (b). Inductor current waveforms (c).Switch and Diode current
waveforms

6. Experimental results
The theoretical analysis of the proposed converter is validated by experimental prototype with
the same specifications of the modified bridgeless SEPIC PFC converter. Fig. 10(a) presents the
experimental results of the input current and input voltage. It is noticed that the measured power
factor is near to unity, since voltage and current waveforms are in phase. Output voltage and output
current of the converter are shown in Fig. 10(b). Capacitor voltage and inductor current (IL1) and (IL2)
are shown in Fig 10(c). Switch current (IS1) and output diode current (ID0) are presented in Fig.
10(d).From the figure it is clearly witnessed, the output diode current is nearly half to the switch
current.
Fig. 11 (a) and Fig. 11 (b) illustrate input voltage, input current and output voltage, output
current with change in 70% load. The output voltage of the proposed converter is regulated using
compensator in the output voltage feedback loop irrespective of the load change.
Fig. 12 (a) shows the information about experimental THD, Fig. 12 (b) presents input current
harmonics in frequency domain, which is the plot between input harmonic current and harmonic
order. Here input current harmonics compared with the IEC 61000-3-2 standards and also
conventional CCM converter Ref.24 to show the superiority of the proposed converter. It is evident
that the proposed converter input harmonic current is lower than the conventional CCM converter and
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follows the IEC 61000-3-2 standards. Fig.12 (c) shows the efficiency of the proposed converter as a
function of output power in comparison with conventional and contemporary topology Ref.24. It
depicts that the proposed converter shows the superior performance than the other converters at
various output power.
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(d)
Fig 10. (a) Input Voltage and Current waveforms (b) Output voltage and Current waveforms (c)
Capacitor voltage and Inductor Currents waveforms (d) Switch current and output diode current
waveforms
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Fig 11. With load variation (a) Input voltage and current (b) Output Voltage and Output Current

(a)
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(b)

(c)
Fig 12. (a) Experimental THD of source current (b) Current harmonics compared with IEC 61000-32 and conventional converter (c) Efficiency as a function of output power

7. Conclusion
In this study, modified bridgeless SEPIC under Continuous Conduction Mode for power factor
correction is presented. The efficiency of the converter is improved and free from voltage and current
stress. In addition, switch voltage is less than the output voltage and output diode current is reduced
by nearly half of the switch current compared to conventional bridgeless sepic converter. It offers
high static gain, lower conduction losses and suitable for high power applications. Also the switching
signal applied to the switches in the circuit is same that simplifies the control. Theoretical and
experimental results are provided of the proposed converter.
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